
Traveler Type Credentials Notes

Foreign
Nationals

Holders of
ARC

1. Open to all purposes of entry
2. Migrant workers must also hold re-entry permits

1. For Visa-exempt entry scheme, Landing Visa, 
e-Visa, or general Visa application, please 
visit Bureau of  Consular Affairs website for 
details. For Travel Authorization Certificate 
for Nationals from Southeast Asian Countries 
(Conditional Visa-Free Entry) Application, 
please visit National Immigration Agency 
website. 

2. Spouses and children of  Taiwan nationals 
may travel and transit through the Mini-

three-links. 

Non-ARC 
holders

1. Nationals of the visa-exempt entry scheme 
announced by Ministry of Foreign Affairs *note2

2. Travelers who hold R.O.C. (Taiwan) Visa *note2

(Starting July  20, 2023 Taipei Time)

National Immigration Agency 
Ministry of the Interior

• ARC means R.O.C. (Taiwan) Resident Certificate 

Hong 
Kong/ 
Macao 

Residents

Holders of 
ARC

Open to all purposes of entry. .

Spouses/children of  Taiwan nationals, and 
students attending schools in the Kinmen/Matsu 
area may  travel and transit through the Mini-
three-links. 

Non-ARC 
holders

Holders of entry/exit permits or temporary entry permits to 
R.O.C. (Taiwan).

https://www.boca.gov.tw/fp-149-4486-7785a-2.html


National Immigration Agency 
Ministry of the Interior

(Starting July 20, 2023 Taipei Time)

Traveler 
Type

Credentials Notes

Mainland
Chinese

Holders of 
ARC

Open to all purposes of entry.

1. ARC holders as migrant workers 
or students will not be eligible.

2. Spouses and children of 
Taiwanese nationals, Mainland 
Chinese who are visiting  the 
Taiwanese national relatives 
(including long-term visit), and 
students may travel and transit 
through the Mini-three-links. 

3. Those who have been approved 
to go to Kinmen for medical 
treatment and their 
accompanying relatives may 
travel trough the Mini-three-
links, but they are not allowed to 
transit to Taiwan proper.

Holders of 
Entry Permit 

to R.O.C. 

1. Entry as a spouse / underage child  of Taiwan nationals； Or a spouse/ 
underage child of holders of ARC . *note1

2. Entry for short-term visit to family or attending funeral (Including to claim 
the remains/ ashes of the deceased).

3. Entry for humanitarian visit under judicial permission, or visiting a relative 
who experiences catastrophic illness or injury. Entry for obtaining public law 
payment, or receive inheritance.

4. Entry for fulfilling contractual obligations or as part of internal transfers 
within multinational enterprises.

5. Entry as personnel of  air carrier/ shipping company;  Or a crew, seafarer, 
technician of aircraft/ship.

6. Entry as college or university students and short-term students. 
7. Entry as international medical personnel, or as the companion of the patient.
8. Entry as professional and business exchange personnel who meet 

requirements for special entry and have been assessed by the authorities in 
charge. 

Those who do not meet the above credentials will not be allowed to enter R.O.C. (Taiwan).


